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I. INTRODUCTION 
The KOtivation for considering that the presently known quarks and leptons 

are not elementary is varied. Perhaps the most reasonable argument for their 
compositeness, in my mind, is that the mass spectrum of "elementary" quarks 
and leptons in the standard model is not calculable. Although complicated 
dynamical schemes can be constructed beyond tfcj standard model to give a 
calculable mass spectrum for quarks and leptons, even if they are elementary, 
one should perhaps heed the lesson of history. Atomic physics, nuclear physics 
and hadronic physics teach ua that the most economical and reasonable way 
to obtain a mass spectrum is to assume that the objects in question are hound 
states of even more fundamental entities. This said, however, one must admit 
that the whole idea of composite quarks and leptons is beset with problems. 
Three of the most crucial toes are indicated below and will serve *:o channel 
my discussion on these matters. 

The greatest hurdle that needs to be overcome before s.ime serious inter
est can be generated for the idea of composite quarks and leptons is that 
some experimental evidence in its favor must be foundf Until recently ths 
experimental situation was bleak and discussions of composite models were 
üore or less restricted to a small coterie of theoretical aficionados. The 
situation has changed drastically recently with the observation of radiative 
Z° d e c a y s a n d promises to remain fluid if indeed all, or even part, of 
the strange events reported by the UAI and UA2 collaborations at this meeting 
are real. pThe positive attitude adopted up to now, due to the non-observation j 

o p effects of substructure, is that the compositeness scale /\ must be large: 
A t 1 TeV. 

Such a large value of f\ gives rise to two theoretical problems which 
I aholr examine here, namely: 
J ) What dynamics yields light composite quarks and leptons ( m ^ « A ) and 
2 ) What relation does the compositeness scale A have with the Fermi scale 
ftF = { H G F ) " 1 / 2 S 2 5 0 G e V î J (&sxy-

Although the first problem above is well known, the second problem is equally 
important and has been largely ignored in the past. I shall try to partially 
reme^, his situation in this report by focusing mostly on this latter problem. 
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Before entering the body of the discussion, I should remark that the 
present bounds on the compositeness scale A are quite model dependent. Two 
examples will illustrate this contention. It has been normal to parametrize 
possible deviations from the standard model for the process e +e —» £ 4 K . 

by the incorporation of possible form factor effects via the replacement of 
the photon propagator: 

( I . I ) 

Experiments at PETRA and PEP then yield typical bounds for A oí order 
¡50-200 GeV^. Eichten, Lane and Feskin \ however, have recently 
argued that such a procedure probably grossly underestimates ^ . If there 
is an underlying theory of which the observed leptons are bound states, one 
would normally expect to induce effective contact interactions among these 

2 2 
bound states at low energy <q << A ) of the form; 

A * 
ab 

where the particular spinorial structure, present in the coefficients ^¿j^j' 
is model dependent. Because the underlying theory is presumably a strong 
coupling theory it is reasonable Co suppose that the effective coupling con
stant in (1.2) is strong: g /4K 0(1) and not weak: g /4tt^ 0 ( 0 . A 
reanalysis of the PETRA and PEP data under these assumptions then yields a 
bound for the compositeness scale A of order A £ 750-1000 GeV. 

The ELP analysis, although more reasonable, has at least two caveats. 
It could be chat the residual interactions due to compositeness reproduce 
the usual weak interactions. In this case clearly no bound on A can he 
obtained by parametrizing possible deviations from the standard modelî Of 
course,in this instance,there must exist a well defined relationship between 
A and ti. arising from the preon theory. I shall return to this point. The 

5) 
second caveat on the ELP analysis is due to Visjnic . He argues that the 

2 
presumption that one has g /4if * v 0(1) as a result of a strong coupling under
lying theory may not follow, for the case of preon theories. Such theories, 
as will be discussed below, must preserve some chiral invariance to allow 
for light bound state fermions. However one knows, from the pioneering work 
of Nambu and Jona-Lasinio^, that a chirally preserving four-fermion inter
action which is sufficiently strong fg^/4ff ï 1/2 in the model of Ref. 6>] 
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eventually leads to a spontaneous breakdown of chirality. In the context 
of the present discussion this would be inconsistent and therefore it may-
well be that the effective coupling in Í1.2) is rather weak. This of course 
would allow for a weakening of the bound on A-

A second bound on substructure is provided by the electron and rauon 
(g - 2) measurements, which are in very precise agreement with QED predic
tions. Naively, one would argue that if leptons were not point-like one would 
expect an extra anomalous magnetic moment contribution given by the effective 
interaction 

the present level of agreement between theory and experiment would provide 
a very strong bound on A indeed: ^ £ 10^ GeV. Howe\ar, if the underlying 
theory is approximately chiral invariant, the effective magnetic interaction 
must vanish in the limit of zero lepton mass. Hence, in these more sophis
ticated models one would expect an effective interaction^ 

which yield fa-** (m 4 ) . For the u anomaly the above yields a bound 
A ? 900 GeV, comparable to that of the ELP analysis. The electron anomaly 
does not yield a useful bound. 

I want to remark that if the additional anomaly in (1.4) is due to a 
heavy lepton of mass m* then in fact the bound on m* is even below that given 
for A . This can be easily understood since the presence of the heavy lepton 
is only felt at one loop order and the extra anomaly contribution is then 
given by Í a *C d ( / m * ) ^ . A detailed calculation of these effects has been 

8) 
performed by Renard and one sees from his paper that heavy muons of mass 
m* £ 50 GeV would run into no conflict with (g - 2 ) . The bound on heavy elec
trons from (g - 2) is very weak, certainly well below the direct limits set 
already by PEP and PETRA searches. Except for the indirect ELP bound on 
A i 1 TeV, it is apparent that no experimental fact stands directly in the 
way to lepton recurrences in the 1,0-100 GeV range. This remark will be of 
interest later. 

The ELP analysis and the (g - 2} bounds are the least model dependent 
bounds on A • Flavor changing processes like u e y , K —f> u e or K°- K° 

( 1 . 3 ) 

The above gives an extra correction to (g - 2) of order Sa -v (nî  ) and 

(1.4) 
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mixing can in principle provide very much more stringent bounds on A , unless 
the underlying theory somehow suppresses these processes automatically. 
Because we understand so little about the nature of families, it would appear 
to me that, at this stage in the game,one should ignore altogether the bounds 
arising from family mixing (or proton decay, which would imply h% 1 0 C e V ! ) 
and be open to the possibility that the compositeness scale may be as low 
as I TeV. 

2. THEORETICAL DISQUISITIONS 
Already if A —0(1 TeV) the dynamic of the underlying theory (preon 

model) is rather special to be able to produce bound states, the quarks and 
leptons, with masses in the MeV-GeV range. These bound states would have 
a typical size ¿r > 1 /A which in fact would be much smaller than their 
Compton's wavelength X c 1/m^ - certainly a new phenomena in physics. The 
usual presumption that is made is that these "light" bound states, with 
m f<3iA , are a result of some approximate symmetry. This must strictly be 
the case if the underlying preon theory is a non-abelian gauge theory. These 
theories have only one dynamical scale A related to where the coupling con
stant becomes strong and all bound state masses are of 0(fs. ), However, even 
for other possible preon theories it is difficult to imagine dynamical acci
dents which would force some states to be of a size iruch less than that given 
by their Compton's wavelength, unless some symmetry forced this condition. 

The usual strategy adopted theoretically is to first invoke some symmetry 
reasons to keep certain bound states at zero mass. Then by appropriately 
relaxing these symmetries one hopes to gain some small masses for the mass-
less bound states. If one wants to construct models where che only massless 
excitations are the observed quarks and leptons, the first step in this pro
cedure is already rather hard. The second step, of actually generating an 
even semi-realistic mass spectrum, however, has proven totally elusive. This 
is not surprising, since it is clear that the detailed mass spectrum of quarks 
and leptons is tightly connected with the issue of families. Since the ori
gin of the family replication still eludes us, it is not difficult to under
stand why no successful spectrum has yet been theoretically generated. There 
is, however, also a more technical reason for the present theoretical fail
ures and that is that the symmetries one imposes to generate some massless 
states are, i<i general, very hard to break "slightly" in a non-arbitrary man
ner. This point, in my opinion, will continue to plague model builders until 
some radical new idea is found. 
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There are, at the moment, two main suggestions for keeping the quarks 
and leptons light: 
1) One can assume that the underlying theory has some global chiral symmetry 

9 ) 

which remains unbroken in the binding . In this case the fermionic spectrum 
would most probably contain some massless states, along with massive chiral 
partner states. The inassless states must have global transformation properties 
under the chiral symmetries, so that the Adler anomalies of the chiral currents 

9) 
match at the preon and composite level 
2) Alternatively, one can consider supersymmetric preon theories with some 
global symmetry G ' ^ . If this global symmetry is spontaneously broken to 
a subgroup H, then one expects certain Goldstone bosons to appear in the spec
trum. Because of the supersymmetry, these bosonic states are accompanied 
by fermionic partners - the so-called quasi Goldstone fermions*'' - and it is 
these States that one can try to identify with the quarks and leptons. 
It should be mentioned that if H itself is a chiral group, it can happen dhac 
some (or all) of the quasi Goldstone fermions may be required by the *t Hooft 

1 2 ) 

anomaly matching conditions . Thus chirality can act as a further reason 
for the appearance of certain quasi Goldstone fermions and raeréis with this 
double protection have been constructed ' ̂ ' ' ̂  ' ' . 

It is worthwhile to remark again that, once one follows one of the above 
scenarios to obtain massless quarks and leptons, it ia then very difficult 
to break the remaining chiral Symmetries, or the supersymmetry and global 
symmetry G , in a weak way so as to then get a realistic mass spectrum. In 
fact, to my knowledge, this problem is totally unsolved and there is no real
istic model on the market now which generates a reasonable mass spectrum. 

A second very important problem for preon models, besides that of generat
ing light quarks and leptons, is the problem of the origin of the Fermi scale. 
To my mind, this problem is of equal importance to that of fermion masses 
and, furthermore, it has some direct practical implications. I begin examin
ing this second problem under the assumption that the electroweak interactions 
originate from a spontaneously broken SU(2) x U(l) theory, as in the standard 
model 1 5', except that these interactions act at the preon level. Because 
Che quarks and leptons are composite, it follows necessarily that there exist 
some residual interactions among them, due to their compositeness, whose 
dominant low energy (q ¿(f\) form ia that given in Eq. 0 . 2 ) . Because the 
standard model works so well, the terms in Eq. (1.2) must be a small pertur
bación. This obviously requires that 

£ p A 1 V» 1 (2.1) 
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Therefore, une sees that the natural question to ask in these circumstances 
is why is the Fermi scale so small with respect to the compositeness scale. 
This, in fact, can be a problem. Let me explain. 

The Fermi scale, implicit in G^, in the Stan 
with the strength of the SU(2) x U(l) symmetry breaking. One has 

< * ~ ^ ( 2 .2 ) 

where ii 1*^ represents here an effective SU(2) x 0( I ) symmetry breaking 
condensate. Now, if the quarks and leptons are composite it is quite clear 
that there should be no elementary Higgs with which to associate . 
In fact, it is very natural to suppose that the condensate is formed 
precisely by the same mechanism which binds quarks and leptons. That is, 

C is a condensate of the underlying preon theory. Unfortunately, if 
chis is the case, one would conclude that *^<£^ is of 0 ( A ) and thus 

2 2 Gj, A, 0(1) and not G p A }71, as required experimentally. 

This line of argumentation has three possible conclusions, which reflect 
the options which are realistically open! 
1) The compositeness scale A is nearby, say A * ] TeV. Then some minor 
dynamical miracle still guarantees that Eq. (2.1) holds with, say 

Gt i° >> í (23> 

2) The Fermi scale has no direct connection to the preon theory. For example, 
one can suppose that there is some technicolor theory'^ which causes the 
spontaneous breakdown of SÜÍ2) x U(l) and thus 4>*> -vA T (,. In this case 
Eq. (2.1) can be easily satisfied provided 

' / * T C > » 1 (2.4) 

One should remark, however, that these kind of theories are much more compli
cated. Not only is there some gauged SU(3) x SU(2) x U(!) theory, but one 
further needs two more confining gauge theories - one to bind quarks and leptons 
out of underlying preons and the other to provide SU(2) x U(1) breaking conden
sates. 
3) SU(2) x U(l) is not a fundamental theory. In this case the weak interac
tions are precisely those given by the residual interactions (1.2). The Fermi 
scale has nothing to do with the spontaneous breakdown of a local symmetry. 
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Rather it reflects the mass of the exchanged bound state massive vector 
excitations, which arise from the underlying preon theory. 

Clearly 3) is an iconoclastic possibility, but one which is interesting 
and should be taken seriously. It presupposes that the W and Z are not elem
entary and that the standard Glashow-Salam-Weinberg theory 1 5 is only an 
effective theory and not a fundamental one. This possibility, however, re-

2 
quires also dynamical miracles, akin to Gp f>> Í, but which perhaps are even 
more difficult to achieve. To explain this point it is worthwhile making 
a small aside to spell oui: the requirements needed for the weak interactions 
to be residual. Basically one needs: 

f f ft a i l I. ' 
(2.5) 

and 

b ) M w ~ HV^ ^ i ö y (2.6) 

The first equation above guarantees that all low energy neutral current results 
are as in the standard model, while the second equation is necessary to re
produce the SppS results. 

How to guarantee (2.5) has been known for a long time, from the pioneering 
work of Bjorken'" and Hung and Sakurai'*". What is needed is an effective 

X« ~ ( ^ ' . T ) ; Ç? , i (2.7) 

2 
and V - W, mixing. Then Eq. (2.5) obtains readily with sin 0„ related to 

w 
g, e and the,as yet free, - mixing parameter > : 

^K, - P (2.8) 
1 18) 

In fact X parametrizes the relation between My and and one hr.s 

(2.9) 

Thus to reproduce the collider data, the underlying theory must yield 
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where the last equality follows from (2.8). 

Eq. (2.10) is a dynamical condition which is not easy co obtain, since 
sin2*? H 1/4 is certainly much bigger than , which would be the naive 
estimation for the mixing parameter A^ . However, one can argue that X must 
obey Eq. (2.10), if for some reason the W and Z° are much ligher than other 

19) 
vector meson m the spectrum of the preonic theory . In effect if 

\ > - > M w

 < 2 - ' ° 

then one can assume that there is good vector meson dominance of the electro
magnetic form factor just by the Z°. This immediately gives Eq. (2.10). 
Physically, if Eq. (2.11) holds there is a large gap between the "light" y 
and Z°, and the rest of the J = 1 states and it is therefore not surprising 
that the mixing, A ^, is large. 

I would like to conclude chis sección by emphasising again what are the 
theoretical conclusions one arrives at if the quarks and Isptons are com
posite and there is not some technicolor theory. Then one expects: 
1) that the underlying preon theory has some protective symmetry so as to 
guarantee that some light fermions (m^<r< A ) emerge from the binding 
2) the compositeness scale is of 0(1 TeV) so that not too big a dynamical 
miracle is required to guarantee that either 

G _ A 2 , » 1 (SU(2) x U ( l ) is fundamental) 

A Vf My (weak interactions are residual) 

From this point of view one sees that if quarks and leptons ace composite, 
the probability that the weak interactions are fundamental or residual is 
probably 50-50. Furthermore, if AV> [ TeV it appears essentially impossible 
to have ? natural explanation the Fermi scale unless life is much more 
complicated. New interactions (technicolor) must be introduced to separate 
the Fermi scale from the scale of preon binding, which leads to the formation 
of quarks and leptons. 
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3. MODEL ILLUSTRATION 
I would like to illustrate some of the general points indicated above 

by means of a model which was developed in collaboration with Wilfried Buch-
20) 

müller and Tsutoinu Yanagida . We considered a super symmetric preon model 
based on an S U ( 2 ) ^ x S U ( 2 ) ^ hypercolor confining group. To obtain one 
generation of quarks and leptons (the model can he extended to more genera
tions) we made use of 13 preon superfields. Six of these <[>? ( q = 1 6) 
are doublets of S U ( 2 ) H C ; another six (p = 1 6) are doublets of SU(2)¿ C; 
finally, the thirteenth preon \ ^ is a doublet under both hypercolor groups. 
The model clearly has a global G ~ U(6) x U(6) r x 0(1)^ symmetry which can 
be broken down if certain condensates form. Specifically, we assumed that 
the following condensates appeared in the theory: 

v - ? f $ ; > r
 ( 3 - l a ) 

V ' í < « ¡ j (3.1b) 

(3.1c) 

The existence of (3.Jc) in the directions shown is a matter of vacuum alignment, 
which we assumed proceeded in the way shown. Clearly the condensates in (3.1) 
break down G-> H = U(4) x U(4)' x SU(2),. . As a result of the breakdown 

dia3 

Goldstone bosons with m = 0 will arise. Furthermore, supersymmetry will also 
force certain quasi Goldstone fermions (QGFÏ with zero mass to appear. Since 
H is a chiral group for the preons, one must require also that certain ra = 0 
fermions appear in the bound state spectrum to match anomalies. Remarkably 
the QGF are precisely the set of fermions needed for anomaly matching. Hence 
our model gives an example in which the massless fermions are present both 
because of chirality and because of the Goldstone phenomena for supersymmetric 

12) 
theories 

The massless superfields that appear in the theory contain the 16 quarks 
and leptons of one generation, plus some additional states. These include 
three neutral superfields (which we have dubbed novinos) and a triplet of 
fields 

which, in a version of the model to be described below, play the role of a 
technipion superfield (technispions). Because these zero mass fields are 
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connected to the spontaneous breakdown of G*)H, it is possible to construct 
2 

an effective Lagrangian which describes their interactions at q —> 0. The 
analogue in QCD is the chiral Lagrangian for Goldatone piona. In the QCD 

case this Lagrangian is written in terms of the pion fields, scaled by f^. -

the parameter which is related to the breakdown of SU(2) L x SU(2) R — » S U ( 2 ) L + ] 

The pion decay constant is proportional to A q C D, f ̂  ^ Q £ D » and it is 
intimately connected with the quark condensates <üu>*v A Q C D which cause the 
dynamical breakdown of the symmetry. In our case, the effective Lagrangian 
which describes the leading interactions between quarks and leptons due to 
compositeness will also contain a number of scales, which are related to the 
dynamical condensates v, v'and V p of Eq. (3.1). 

20 ̂  
A rather lengthy, but straightforward, calculation ' yields for the 

dominant residual interaction between quarks and leptons the following ex
pression: ^ 

Here J . _ are isovector currents for the quarks and leptons with appropriate 
helicity projections, while Jj.^ ̂  are isoscalar currents. The scales v ¡ " v 2 
are related to the condensates v; vj, v^ are related to v'; and v^, is related 
to v p. 

Although (3.3) is a general result, there can be specific dynamical 
circumstances in the underlying theory that may lead to some simplifications. 
In particular, in the model at hand, the scales V j and V 2 (vj and v£) are 
scales related to Che left-handed quarks and leptons and novino, respectively 
(right-handed quarks and leptons and novino). Because these states are built 
in an analogous fashion in the model, it is to be expected that these scales 
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are approximately the same: v j ï v j» 

scalar currents are probably highly suppressed in Eq. Í3.3). Furthermore, 
if the Slíí2^¿c dynamical scale, f^'t were to be much bigger than the S U ( 2 ) ^ 
dynamical scale,A, then one would be led to the hierarchy 

In this case Eq. (3.3) reduces to 

/ " _i u » _ r ; ) f o . f v ) , £ ( ^ . * ) C 3 5 ) 

which is precisely of the form (2.7). Thus, under the dynamical circumstances 
described above, it is conceivable for our model that the weak interactions 
be residual. Of course, a further necessary condition in this case is that 
My be much below the scale of the binding of the left-handed quarks A . In 
fact, even this can be argued in the model, since it possesses a complementary 
picture. In the complementary picture the only light J - J states present 
are precisely the W + and the Z°, and one can thus presume that this circumstano 
still obtains in the confining phase of the theory. 

Residual weak interactions, however, are not the only possibility in 
the model. One can introduce at the preon level a gauged SU(2) x Ufl), where 
the SU(2) only acts on the 5,6 preons ? (a = 5,6). It is easy to see then 
that the condensate v^ of Eq. (3.1c) breaks this gauged SU(2) x U(I) down 
to u C ' ) e m - T n e W and Z superfields get a mass by precisely absorbing the 
technipion massless bound statesTf ̂ . In this case the preon theory acts 
as technicolor! 

For the model to be realistic, however, in this case the condendates 
v_ must be much smaller than v and v'. Only when this is so will the resi-

2 2 
dual interactions, which from (3.3) are of order 0(l/v.) or O O/v,.), be much 

2 
smaller than the standard weak interactions which are of 0(1/v.^ ). Effect

ively, taking the scales A v A ' , what is needed is that the condensates 
2 

-< A , but the three body condensate 
that it is much harder for three diffe 

fields to condense together so that this hierarchy happens. These "dynamical 
miracles" are precisely those alluded to in the last section, which are needed 
so that the residual interactions due to compositeness do not spoil the agree
ment with experiment of the gauged weak interactions. 
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RADIATIVE Z DECAYS: ARE THESE THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL HINTS OF COMPOSITNESS? 
The three events reported by the UAl and UA2 collaborations of z —> £ P y 
1)2) . . . decays , if taken at face value, seem to indicate a radiative width for 

the Z° much greater than what is expected by bremsstrahlung: 

(4.1) 

Of course the present sample is very small and one could well be dealing with 
a statistical fluctuation. If the Fall run at the SppS confirms the above 
rate this will be a clear siga that some physics beyond the standard model 
is present, and that physics is likely to be connected with compositeness 
ideas. 

Perhaps rather rashly a number of people, including myself, have already 
tried to interpret these events in terms of various compositeness scenarios. 
Here, I would like to briefly discuss two of the more popular ideas, which 
appeal to sequential decays to obtain a radiative rate much greater than e¿ . 
As will be seen, these suggestions are not without problems. T'iere are other 

2 1 ) 
alternatives, notably the suggestion of Gounaris, Kögeler and Schildknecht , 
who obtain large radiative rates by having the W and 2. have strong interactions 
with sequences of other vector mesons. Some of these other possibilities, 
along with that of sequential decays, have been clearly discussed recently 

22) 
by Renard 

If the radiative rate for the Z° is enhanced by a sequential decay, there 
are clearly two possibilities. Either the Z° de-excites to a scalar state, 
which subsequently decays to lepton pairsj or the 2° decays into an excited 
lepton and a lepton, with a subsequent radiative de-excitation of the excited 
lepton. The scalar scenario (Z°-» Xy', X -» *f t ) vas first suggested, to 
my knowledge, by Baur, Fritzsch and Faissner^^ and by myself*^- However, 

22) 
it was also analyzed by RenaTd , essentially contemporaneously. The excited 
lepton scenario was discussed by Cabibbo, Maiani and 

25) 26) 22) Srivastava and by Enquist and Maalampi . Again Renard also discusses 
27) 

some of the points brought forward by these authors. Since G. Pancheri 
will cover this topic in her contribution to this meeting, my remarks on the 
excited lepton scenario will be reasonably brief. 

It is quite clear that if the radiative 2° decays are due to a sequential 
decay, then there should appear a clear invariant mass bump in the data. 
No such bumps are manifest in the data, but one should remember that there 
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are only 3 events and that the experimental errors are not small. Furthermore, 
there well may be more than one scalar state and/or heavy excited lepton 
(e.g., e*, M*)» so that the situation is by no means critical. However, by 
the next collider run - if the radiative decays remain at the present rate -
there will need to be an invariant mass bump for the sequential hypothesis 
to make any sense at all. 

4.1 The Scalar Scenario 
This scenario is based on a very simple - one may perhaps even call it 

naive - premise. If the W and Z are composite and somehow they are dynamically 
pushed to a mass M ^ « A , it may be that there are also some J = 0 partner 
states which are light. If one pursues an analogy with QCD, one would expect 
both isovector and isoscalar states of spin 1 and 0. However, one knows 
experimentally that both the J =: J, isoscalar state, W and the J = 0 iso-

—»
 b 

vector states, X, cannot be that light. The former states are certainly much 
-* 

heavier than the W triplet, since no isoscalar neutral current appear in the 
theory - apart from those induced by V - W_ mixing. The isovector states 
X also must be much more massive than the W, because if not they would spoil 
the chiral properties of IT -decay : t* ( 17-̂  ur)/f* ( fT -> e V) (^/n^)^. 

No such constraints exist for a possible light J = 0 isoscalar state, X. 
The X could be relatively light and still not affect our phenomenological 
understanding of the weak interactions. Nevertheless, to ascribe to the X's 
presence the large probability of a radiative Z° decay is not altogether 
straightforward. What is needed is that the X itself have a sizable coupling 
to lepton pairs. Normally such a coupling, unless it were proportional to 
the fermion masses, will violate very badly chirality. Obviously, it is 
fatal if the coupling is proportional to the fermion masses, since we would 
never get a sizable decay rate of X into e +e - On the other hand, if chirality 
is badly violated it clearly removes the raison d'etre for quarks and leptons 
to be light. The only way out, as I suggested in Ref. 24), is to suppose 
that the X is really a chiral doublet, Then one can have a universal coupling 
of the X = I N,S*J to fermions without violating chirality in the fermion 
sector. Chiral fermionic rotations are compensated by rotations between the 
chiral doublet states, as can be checked from the effective interaction: 

Such a Lagrangian suggests, by its universality, that for the case of three 
generations of quarks and leptons, roughly 

(4.2) 
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(4.3) 

Assuming that the rate for Z°-s £ + £ is still given by the standard 
model rate of roughly 90 MeV, then from Eq. (4.1) it follows that 
T (Z° -» i V " y ) -S 20 MeV. From the equation 

r í í ^ f - y y - r t ? % x Y > ge* 

and Eq. (4.3), it is clear that to obtain an explanation of the present radia
tive data one needs T* (Z°~y X f ) -5:400-500 MeV. Amusingly enough**^ such 
a rate is not unexpected, if one tries to estimate it in direct analogy with 

24) 
QCD. In my own work I considered an effec-.ive coupling of the W triplet 
to X of the form (suppressing all indices) 

« f f . - -Vs 
2 

Then by using the y ~ mixing as in Eq. (2.10) and taking k An-*- 0(1), 
A= 1 TeV and ^ = 50 GeV it follows that P (ZD-i> Xy)0f 450 MeV. This model 
allows also to estimate a rate for X into 2 ^ and I find, for the same para
meters 

-1> 

Ic should be remarked that (4.5) violates chirality since the W's are inert 
under chiral rotations, so that the careful chiral protection built in : i 
Eq. (4.2) is in fact broken in the heavy sector. Unless some special cir
cumstances obtain, this will be seen to be the downfall of the model. 

Before discussing this point, a number of phenomenological remarks are 
in order. Using Eq. (4.2) it is easy to compute the rate of X into lepton 

o *• j 24) pairs. One finds 

We note that if ¿ lO - 4 then, for VL^ in the 50 GeV range, P (X-»C+-¿~) 
is only 3 MeV and thus a sizable portion of the X decays are into 2"/. In 
this case it may be that the branching ratio B(X-* ) is less than b%. 

Direct bounds on J , exist from a careful analysis of the PETRA data ^ n 
at the highest energies available. Some of the necessary theoretical analysis 
is contained in Ref. 24), but much more detailed considerations are contained 

2 8 ) 29) in Lhe reports of Bopp et al. and Hollik, Schrempp and Schrempp . No 
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significant effects were seen i n e e _ ^ e e , e e - $ 2y , e e u u and 
in R up to the possible highest energies at PETRA (45.2 GeV). This allows 3 0' 
to exclude masses for X below Chis range. Furthermore, if £ 50 GeV there 
would be significant tails in this data unless tt ̂  La small enough, J ^ £ 10 . 
Finally, if one uses the particularly simple model of Ref. 24), where also 
X-* 2~i is absolutely predicted, then essentially already present PETRA data 

30) 
excludes this hypothesis 

A further bound on J exists from the fact that no direct X production 
24) 

is seen at the collider. One expects 

For / h - 10 ^ this would imply about one event of x into . However, 
for this value of j( ̂  the Y*V r a t e of X is proportionally bigger and one 
should perhaps expect 5-10 events, along with perhaps the same number 
of 3 Y ' e v e n t s from the sequential decay Z°-» Xf ; X -3 2*f to have been seen. 
No evidence for these kind of events has yet appeared and this throws some 
further doubts on the scalar hypothesis. 

There is, finally, also 3 disturbing theoretical constraint on the X's 
existence, which comes from the (g - 2) experiments. If a Z°K •>{ coupling 
exists, then this coupling can give rise to a nontrLvial contribution to the 
muon (g - 2). An analysis of this effect, by a number of different g_-oups 3'\ 
reaches the following conclusions: 
1) If there is only one X state, then the value of the coupling W^ and k 
needed to give a sizable radiative Z° decay imply a muon anomaly roughly 
100 times greater than the present (QED-experiment) discrepancy allows. 
2) If there are two X states - so chat chirality is preserved at the fermion 
X sector (cf. Eq. (4.2)) - then in fact a cancellation can occur in the 
(g - 2) contribution provided that the coupling of che chiral doublets 
X = I N,S^ to the W's in Eq. (4.5) have opposite signs. 

These results ?re discouraging for the X hypothesis. Although one can appeal 
to chirality to argue for the form of Eq. (4.2), as was done in Ref. 24), 
no real theoretical reason exists for fixing the relative weight of the chiral 
breaking couplings of N and S to the W's so that the (g - 2) cancellation 
occurs. This is a salutary lesson, which was already hinted at in Section I. 
unless there is appropriate chiral protection, the (g - 2) agreement between 
(JED and experiment does r.ot allow to have "light" composite objects. Of course, 
given the infancy of this subject one should perhaps wait until further 
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experimentation at the collider before eliminating altogether the scalar hypo
thesis as an explanation for the radiative Z° decays. Indeed, since a priori 
also other explanations do not look substantially better, this may be a very 
prudent attitude to take. 

4.2 The Excited Lepton Scenario 
The Z° radiative decays could be due to the existence of excited leptons, 

which then de-excite radiatively. If one assumes that the de-excitation via y 
emission is essentially 100% then to explain a rate P ( Z 0 ^ 20 MeV 

one needs a rate P ( Z ° - 9 ¿ * ¿ " ) - 10 MeV, roughly 10% of the normal leptonic 
25) 

rate. Cabibbo, Maiani and Srivastava (see also Ref. 26)) shows chat such 
a rate is not inconceivable, via magnetic transitions. Indeed assuming that 
the excited leptons form an SU(2). doublet , the effective interaction 

(4 .9 ) 

between excited leptons, ordinary leptons and the SU(2) x U( 1 ) gauge fields 

leads to a satisfactory rate if the free parameters f and V obey 

a perfectly sensible constraint. 

As I said earlier, I shall not further discuss the phenomenology of this 
27) 

hypothesis, since that is done in Pancheri s report . Nevertheless, I shall 
make some critical remarks which should serve as a warning that also here 
not everything is as easy as it may seen at first sight: 
1) Since there are both u +u V and e e y events one needs both u* and e*'s 
at roughly the same masses. Indeed, with large errors it appears that the 

1)2) 
u* would be lower than the e* . Why is this so, since after all m ^ / m

e 

200? 
2) In the same vein, it is somewhat peculiar to hegin to see recurrences 
of the light e and u families in the energy range where one "ground state" 
of the other family, the top quark, is presumed to lie. 
3) Although if one has a good chiral symmetry - as guaranteed by Eq. ( 4 .9 ) 

for example - there is no problem with having excited leptons in the 50 to 
100 GeV range from (g - 2 ) , it is still peculiar that these excited states 
should be so much lighter than A >, 1 TeV, as determined by the ELP analysis. 
4) Theoretically, having excited recurrences of the known leptons can give 
too fast a rate for u ^ e ^ , unless intragenerational mixings are severely 
suppressed, or there is a very good GIH mechanism. One can estimate the 
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8 ) 

5. CONCLUDIHG REMARKS 
By not too perverse a logic I have tried to indicate how the notion of cal-
culability of the quark and lepton mass spectrum probably requires that these 
objects are composite. Furthermore, to try to understand the Fermi scale, 
and not complicate the theory overmuch, it is sensible that the scale of com
positeness is nearby, say A*¡ 1 TeV. Under these circumstances it appears 
almost equally sensible to suppose that the weak interactions are just resi
dual products of compositeness, as that they are due to fundamental gauge 
interactions. The recent SppS data on radiative 2° decays furthers this notion 
that compositeness is nearby. In fact, these events may be too much of a 
good thing, since with A ** I TeV it is difficult to conceive of scalar states^ 

or excited leptons in the 50-IOC GeV range! Nevertheless, it is my opinion 
that if these events are confirmed by further experimentation, and/or if even 
a fraction of the new exotic events discussed in this meeting are established, 
then corapositeness is here to stay. 
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u e y rate due to the presence of exeited leptons by the formula 

which requires a suppression mechanism in the curly Lracket above of roughly 
H f 8 . 
5) If excited leptons exist, if is very probable that excited quarks also 
exist. The phenomenology of these q* (starks) has been analyzed recently 

32) 
by De Rujula, Maiani and Petronzio (see also Ref. 27)). These states could 
be the source of some, perhaps all, the new UAl and UA2 events presented at 
this meeting. In this sense, the excited lepton explanation for the Z° radia
tive decays is perhaps more relevant than that involving a new scalar excita
tion. Although, in this latter case, since the explanation presumes that 
the W and Z are composite, one can well expect extra additional states -
like colored W's - which could also he the cause of the new events. 
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